AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS 2015
Heart Institute Presentations and Activities Schedule

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

EARLY CAREER

Everything You Wanted To Know About Developing A Career in Cardiovascular Surgery and Anesthesia
1:00 – 4:45 PM
W311EF

4:07 DEVELOPING SKILLS IN MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY
Marc Ruel

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8

SUNDAY MORNING PROGRAM

Current and Evolving Paradigms in Clinical Cardiovascular Imaging
8:00 – 11:00 AM
W305

8:00 55 YEAR OLD MAN WITH ATYPICAL CHEST PAIN: A CASE FOR CT
Benjamin Chow

CARDIOVASCULAR SEMINAR

Managing the Emergency/Cardiogenic Shock Cardiac Surgery Patient
8:00 – 11:00 AM
W311H
Moderator: Marc Ruel

ABSTRACT POSTER SESSION

Managing the Emergency/Cardiogenic Shock Cardiac Surgery Patient
9:00 – 6:45 PM
W311H

ABSTRACT POSTER SESSION

Nuclear Cardiology: Advances in SPECT and PET Imaging
9:00 – 6:45 PM
A2, CLINICAL SCIENCE

2:00 ATRIAL FIBRILLATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED ATRIAL METABOLIC ACTIVITY ON FDG/PET IMAGING IN PATIENTS WITH ISCHEMIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
Nicolas D Santi, Rob Beanlands, Brian McArdie, Robert deKemp, Pablo Nery, Jennifer Renaud, Benjamin Chow, Renee Hassan, Ross Davies, Terrence Ruddy, Ann Guo, Taysheh Hadzad, David Birnie

CORRELATES WITH PATIENT RISK FOR FUTURE CARDIAC EVENTS
Audrey Mayfield, Megan Fitzpatrick, Nicholas Latham, Everard L Tilooee, Melanie Villanueva, Seth Mount, Darryl R Davis

ABSTRACT ORAL SESSION

ATIV Early Career Investigator Award Finalists
3:45 – 5:00 PM
W3103
Moderator: Katey Rayner

CARDIOVASCULAR SEMINAR

Updates from the 2014 AHA/ACC NSTE-ACS Guidelines
3:45 – 5:00 PM
W311GH

4:00 INFARCTED HEARTS RESPOND BETTER TO CARDIAC STEM CELL THERAPY AFTER PRE-TREATMENT WITH A COLLAGEN HYDROGEL
Kay Maeda, Ghaizaleh Rafatian, Richard Seymour, Marc Ruel, Darryl R Davis, Erik J Suuronen

CARDIOVASCULAR SEMINAR

Novel Findings from Next Generation Registries
9:00 – 10:15 AM
W303

3:45 – 5:00 PM
GUIDELINES

ATVB Early Career Investigator Award Finalists
MARC RUEL

CARDIOVASCULAR SEMINAR

Functional Genomics of Cardiomyopathic Disease
9:00 – 6:45 PM
A2, BASIC SCIENCE

5:30 INTERVENTION REGULATORY FACTOR 2 BINDING PROTEIN 2 INHIBITS MACROPHAGE INFLAMMATION AND REDUCES SUSCEPTIBILITY TO Atherosclerosis IN MICE AND HUMANS
Ragnar O Vilmundarson, Hisao-Huei Chen, Kianosh Keyhanian, Xun Zhou, Majid Nikpay, Shelly A Cruz, Nihar R Pandey, Nida L Yap, Tiffany Ho, Chloe A Stewart, Hua Huang, Aswin Hari, Michele Geoffrion, Ruth McPherson, Katey J Rayner, Alexandre F. R. Stewart

CARDIOVASCULAR SEMINAR

Novel Findings from Next Generation Registries
9:00 – 10:15 AM
CHAPIN THEATER

10:00 CLOPIDOGREL ON TOP OF ASPIRIN FOR THE PREVENTION OF NEW-ONSET MIGRAINE HEADACHE ATTACKS FOLLOWING TRANSCATHETER CLOSURE OF ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECTS: A PROSPECTIVE, RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE BUND TRIAL (CANTOS)
Josep Rodes-Cabau, Eric Horlick, Reda Ibrahim, Aulin Cheema, Marino Libinaz, Najef Nadeem, Mark Osten, Melanie Cote, Donald Rivest, Alier Marrero, Christine Houde, Josep Ramon Marsal

Be sure to verify times and locations in the official AHA program.
Be sure to verify times and locations in the official AHA program.